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Abstract—Competition is being introduced in the electricity markets worldwide. In addition, large penetration of distributed generation introduces new players into the markets and significantly increases the uncertainties in the system. The concept of autonomous power networks is a realistic approach to deal with increased uncertainty and complexity in future power systems. An autonomous power network is the aggregation of producers and consumers presented in the overall power system as one unit. This paper formulates the autonomous network dispatching optimization problem in rather general form and illustrates its efficiency. The number of trade-offs that are included at the forward time energy and ancillary service markets are outlined and discussed.
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I. NOMENCLATURE

\[ P_i \] Power generated from controllable unit \( i \) [MW].
\[ P_{\text{min}} \] Minimal amount of power generated from controllable unit \( i \) [MW].
\[ P_{\text{max}} \] Maximal amount of power generated from controllable unit \( i \) [MW].
\[ \tilde{P}_j \] Predicted power from renewable unit \( j \) [MW].
\[ \Delta PL \] Measure of aggregated uncertainty of predicted values for loads and power production from renewable sources inside the Autonomous Network [MW].
\[ P_{\text{ex}} \] Power that is allocated for sale to the outside grid or that is bought from the grid [MW].
\[ A_i(A) \] Capacity of unit \( i \) scheduled for the ancillary service \( A \) [MW].
\[ A_{\text{max}}(B) \] Maximal capacity of unit \( i \) available for the Ancillary Service \( B \) [MW].
\[ A_{\text{req}}(B) \] Minimum required capacity of \( A \) [MW].
\[ \tilde{L} \] Predicted load in the autonomous network [MW].
\[ L_A \] Capacity of load serving as ancillary service \( A \) [MW].
\[ \tilde{\lambda}_P \] Predicted market price of \( P_{\text{ex}} \) [€/MWh].
\[ \tilde{\lambda}_A \] Predicted market price of \( A_{\text{ex}} \) [€/MWh].
\[ \tilde{\lambda}_B \] Predicted market price of \( B_{\text{ex}} \) [€/MWh].
\[ C(P) \] Costs function of \( P \) [€/h].
\[ C(A) \] Costs function of \( A \) [€/h].
\[ C(B) \] Costs function of \( B \) [€/h].
\[ C(L_A), C(L_B) \] Payment to controllable load that can be used as capacity for ancillary service \( A \) [€/h].
\[ c, nc \] \( c \) denotes the set of controllable units, \( nc \) the set of non-controllable units.

II. INTRODUCTION

POWER SYSTEMS are changing significantly in many aspects. One of the major changes is the large penetration of renewable energy sources, which significantly increases the uncertainties in a network and calls for new solutions and approaches in the power systems operation and control. Due to these changes, the electricity industry is evolving into a distributed and competitive industry in which market forces tend to drive the price of electricity and reduce the costs through increased competition. In electricity markets, two objectives remain central, ensuring a secure operation and facilitating an economical operation. Unbundling of energy from security (ancillary services) through decentralized, competitive market mechanisms should enhance the reliability of the power systems through its economics. Proper competitive markets and strategies based on power system requirements stimulate the competition among the suppliers and among the consumers, which results in optimal energy prices for consumers and producers. All market participants are facing an important task of bidding energy to an Independent System Operator (ISO). Modeling and solving the bid selection process by the ISO has been discussed in [1], [2] and [3]. In [4], bids are selected to minimize total system costs while the Market Clearing Price (MCP) is determined as the price of the highest accepted bid. In [5], [7] and [8] a bidding system is presented. Detailed models are used, including network, reserve, and ramp-rate constraints, and the problem is solved by using linear programming. In [6], the dynamics of pricing is considered in market power assessment.

The purpose of this paper is to formulate and present the concept of Autonomous Network (AN) based power system as a realistic approach of the future power systems where each AN will be facing the optimization problem. By solving this problem in a rather general form, this paper enables and illustrates market based operation and optimization for both dispatch (economic) and ancillary services (reliability). The concept of autonomous power networks is a realistic approach to deal with increased uncertainty and complexity in future
power systems. Each AN is an aggregation of physically connected producers and consumers in a relatively small area [9].

![Illustration of an autonomous power network.](image)

Fig. 1: Illustration of an autonomous power network.

There can be a large variety of units inside an AN as illustrated in Fig. 1, for instance: fuel cells, combined heat and power units, micro turbines, wind turbines, photovoltaic systems etc. Despite this variety, to the overall power system each AN is presented as one producer/consumer for the outside market. Due to aggregation each AN, if efficiently operated, has a rather uniform and predictable behavior. Therefore, it is able to compete more efficiently in the outside market. For example, an AN can make more trusted bids to the outside market than a wind turbine alone. The concept of ANs offers several interesting possibilities that can be expressed through an optimization problem. For instance, a AN market agent can reserve some minimum amount of spare capacity so that successful transition to island operation is possible at any time.

![Autonomous Network market agent in an overall system.](image)

Fig. 2: Autonomous Network market agent in an overall system.

Figure 2 illustrates future power system structure with AN as its major building block. An AN market agent is required to submit bids for energy market and Ancillary Service (AS) markets while optimally deploying its internal resources.

III. INTEGRATION OF THE AUTONOMOUS NETWORKS IN THE (DAY) AHEAD MARKETS

In this section, we formulate AN dispatching optimization problem in rather general form. The emphasis is on the number of trade-offs that AN is facing in its desire to make the optimal decisions with respect to its involvement in the outside markets. Outside markets in this paper are considered as competitive markets for energy and ancillary services among ANs with the objectives to ensure a required reliability level of power system. Since each AN is a small power system of its own, it is clear that in the decision making process it has a relatively large amount of degrees of freedom, i.e. decision variables in optimization problem. Occurrence of trade-offs is natural since it is competing in all of the outside markets, i.e. real power and ancillary service markets, and since the offers in one market influence the offers to the other markets. This multi-market “dilemma” is no novelty, since any producer is facing similar trade-offs. However, making optimal decisions for AN is much more complex than that of, for instance, single power plant. This is caused by the fact that, in scheduling of produced commodities, AN market agent has to decide whether and in what quantity should specific commodity be allocated for internal usage (inside AN), and what amount of the same commodity should be sold/bought from the outside market, i.e. from other ANs. For illustration, AN can decide to allocate a larger amount of its fast available spare capacity for internal usage, allowing it to sell (or buy) reliable, but more expensive real power exchange to (from) the outside market. This required level of reliability is prescribed by the required total accumulated amount of each of the commodities. For instance, hourly spinning reserve requirements are usually defined to be the grater of a fixed percentage of total forecast demand and the largest on-line unit. By assuring this capacity the AN is a reliable individual in the overall market. If the AN market agent decides to buy this capacity from other ANs it can deploy other units e.g. to sell more real power. If the optimal decision is to provide this capacity from own resources, the AN remains with less trading power for power and/or ancillary services markets. This, and several other trade-offs are formulated in form of constrained optimization problem. Here we present one possible problem formulation and discuss some of its features.

Consider the following optimization problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{P_i, A_i, B_i} & \left\{ \tilde{\lambda}_p P_{\text{es}} + \tilde{\lambda}_d A_{\text{es}} + \tilde{\lambda}_p B_{\text{es}} - C(L_p) - C(L_d) - \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left[ C_i(P_i) + C_i(A_i) + C_i(B_i) \right] \right\} \\
\text{Subject to:} & \\
& a) \quad \text{Constraints on unit level} \\
& \quad P_{i, \text{min}} \leq P_i \leq P_{i, \text{max}} \quad i = 1, \ldots, M \\
& \quad 0 \leq A_i \leq A_{i, \text{max}} \quad i = 1, \ldots, M \\
& \quad 0 \leq B_i \leq B_{i, \text{max}} \quad i = 1, \ldots, M
\end{align*}
\]

(1)
Objective function in (1) is essentially formed of two groups of terms. The first three terms present the revenue of AN from exporting real power (or costs if importing in case if \( P_{ex} \) is negative) and ancillary services. The second group is formed from the terms of form \( C(X) \), and depending on \( X \), they denote the costs of real power production from renewable sources, from controllable generators, the costs of units for providing \( A \) and \( B \) ancillary services, and the payment to the loads that provide the same ancillary services.

Note that here we talk of the costs of producing certain commodities, but the problem can also be reformulated so that the costs are replaced by bids, i.e. when we have the market operation inside AN.

Decision variables are defined for each controllable generating unit \( i \). They include real power production \( P_i \) and ancillary service capacities \( A_i \) and \( B_i \). Further more, the amounts of loads that will be paid for accepting possible interruptions in power supply, i.e. loads that are providing ancillary services, are also decision variables and are denoted with \( L_A \) and \( L_B \). For instance assuming that \( A \) is a fast acting ancillary service and \( B \) is slower, we can think of \( L_B \) as an amount of loads that can be disconnected without any warning, while loads for loads \( L_B \) are informed in advance for the case of any interruptions.

Aside from knowing the costs for each unit and each service, inputs to the optimization problem for some time period \( t \) are:

- prediction of power production from renewable sources \( (P_j) \)
- prediction of AN internal load \( (\tilde{L}) \)
- the measure of aggregated uncertainty of predicted values for loads and power production from renewable sources inside the AN \( (\Delta PL) \)
- prediction of market prices for real power and ancillary services \( (\lambda_P, \lambda_A, \lambda_B) \)

Values \( A_{req} \) and \( B_{req} \) are introduced for reliable operation of an AN. We can also think of \( A_{req} \) and \( B_{req} \) as the values that quantify how uncertain AN is when seen from the outside network, as well as the ability of AN to respond to real-time market conditions. In general, \( A_{req} \) and \( B_{req} \) are functions of the level of uncertainty \( \Delta PL \) in a predicted state of AN. These functions are here presented in the form of constraints (6), but in solving the optimization problem they are directly substituted into the objective function. This makes an AN a reliable and competitive player and trust worth partner.

On the unit level, in addition to simple bounding constraints (2), there is a set of inequality and/or equality constraints (3) making the coupling in between commodities \( (P, A, B) \) and describing physical limitations of that particular production unit. Their precise formulations depend on definition of \( A \) and \( B \).

Constraint (4) is power balance equation. Note that \( P_{ex} \) is
not directly the decision variable, but its optimal value is implicitly determined from other decision variables.

The trade-offs that are built into the presented optimization problem are illustrated in the example of next section. Indeed, each AN can have different strategies, and solve differently formulated optimization problems with different set of constraints, but all of them will have to face some of the trade-offs in their desire to make the best possible decisions on the behalf of their owners – producers/consumers inside AN.

The concept of ANs offers numerous interesting possibilities that can be expressed through optimization problems. For instance, if there is a severe contingency in the outside system, AN can decide to disconnect from the system and operate as an island, presenting uninterruptible power supply for a set of its sensitive loads (for instance hospitals). This high level of security for those loads can be included in $A_{req}$ and $B_{req}$ (5). These constraints can state that AN must have required amount of spare capacity so that successful transition to island operation is possible at any time.

Another important possibility is that AN can optimize its operation in such a way that it has a certain required amount of kinetic energy stored in rotating masses inside AN. In other words, it is rather easy to introduce inertia as ancillary service. In that way, for the outside network, an AN can present itself similar to traditional synchronous generators based large scale-power plant.

Since we think of ANs as the major building blocks of the overall power system, it is indeed necessary to present the overall power system forward time market operation. Since ANs are well connected through the transmission network, the overall system is formed from a large amount of parties, which is necessary for the existence of efficient competitive markets. Well-meshed topology of transmission networks and proper designed market structures fit well to serve AN based power systems.

To grant the reliability of the overall network, power, and ancillary service balance among the ANs is introduced as shown in (7), where $n$ is the index of the autonomous network. Note that in the existing system, a power producer does not explicitly buy ancillary services – it can only sell them. The independent system operator has an objective to keep the overall power system forward time market operation. Since we think of ANs as the major building blocks of the overall power system forward time market operation. Since ANs are well connected through the transmission network, the overall system is formed from a large amount of parties, which is necessary for the existence of efficient competitive markets. Well-meshed topology of transmission networks and proper designed market structures fit well to serve AN based power systems.

In contrast with this market operation, the ANs trade those services to meet its requirements of spare capacity. As shown in (5), each AN is obliged to have this capacity available. If the AN is not capable to allocate this capacity from own generation units, it can buy them from the other ANs. The market-clearing price (MCP) of trading commodities is reached when the sum of all offered/demanded commodities of ANs is equal to zero (7).

IV. EXAMPLES

In this section, the objective function presented in the previous section is worked out into some more details along with the presentation and discussion of results in a case study.

A. Optimization of an Autonomous Network.

During the optimization ancillary service $A$ is chosen to be readily available regulation power capacity that is used for load following and for the compensation of power fluctuations from renewable units inside the AN. The unit providing this ancillary service has to be able to rapidly respond to request for up and down movements in power production. Spare capacity $B$ is taken to be the capacity that is available as a power injection to the network in within several minutes. The constraints that correspond to constraints (3) from the previous section are:

$$0 \leq A_i \leq \min \left( A_{max}, P_i - P_{i_{min}}, P_{i_{max}} - P_i \right) \quad i = 1, \ldots, M$$

$$0 \leq B_i \leq \min \left( B_{max}, P_{i_{max}} - P_i \right) \quad i = 1, \ldots, M$$

According to (8), ancillary service $A$ of unit $i$ must fulfill some requirements with respect to the constraints of unit $i$. $A_i$ has to be smaller or equal to the maximum available capacity of $A$ of the unit $i$ at any time. However, $A_i$ can be varied with respect to the maximum and minimum output levels of the unit $i$ and with respect to the unit operation point $P_i$. $P_i - P_{i_{max}}$ limits the regulating-down capacity while $P_{i_{max}} - P_i$ limits the regulating-up capacity of $A_i$. Value of $A_i$ is used as up or down regulation capacity symmetrical in relation to $P_i$ ($P_i + A_i$ for up and $P_i - A_i$ for down regulation). This may result that some part of total up or down capacity of $A_i$ remains unused since we use the minimum value of $A_i$. By further unbundling of this capacity in to two separate trading commodities (e.g. $A_{DOWN}$ and $A_{UP}$), the optimal utilization of capacity of $A_i$ could be achieved. For the sake of simplicity, the capacity of $A_i$ is used in this example as shown in (8).

The constraint (9) represents ancillary service $B$. Since $B_i$ does not have the limitations with respect to the minimal unit capacity, it can only provide regulation-up capacity.

In this example, $A_{req}$ is chosen to be equal to the uncertainty $\Delta P_L$. Since $A$ is the fast acting capacity, it is able to cover the uncertainty immediately at any time scale. $B_{req}$ is held constant as a fixed percentage of the load, as presented in Fig. 3. It consist of extra power plant generating capacity that is kept running so it can be used on short-notice to respond to increased demand or to supplement an unexpected drop in generation on the grid.

The simulated AN consists of 12 generating units, out of which 8 are controllable, and the remaining 4 units are wind turbines. The values of market clearing prices, internal loads, and production from renewable generators are chosen in such a way that the analysis of results is simplified, rather than taken to have some realistic daily profile. Internal AN loads, as well as the production from wind turbines, are taken to be constant. However, the value of $\Delta P_L$ has been varied. Costs for power production of controllable units are taken to be quadratic functions of produced power. Costs for $A$ and $B$ are taken to be linear functions of the reserved capacities, which should cover the costs of generator maintenance and
wear. Generator wear is caused by fluctuations in power output.
Optimization has been performed for 48 trading blocks and the results are presented in Fig. 3, 4 and 5.
In Fig. 3 the input and output of the optimization is given since it illustrates $\Delta PL$, $A_{req}$ and $B_{req}$. The trading of commodities, respectively $P_{ex}$, $A$, and $B$, are presented in the Fig. 5 while their predicted prices are given in Fig. 4. The prices in Fig. 4 are the input of the optimization, while the output is given in Fig. 5.

Here we give some remarks concerning the results:
The constraints that are coupling the commodities are easily observed in the first trading blocks in Fig. 5. While the price of $B_{ex}$ is low the AN imports this commodity to satisfy $B_{req}$ as the price increases the AN is optimized for sale of $B_{ex}$ which causes the decreases the amount of $P_{ex}$ allocated for sale (9).

As the uncertainties $\Delta PL$ increase in the trading-blocks 14-17 of the Fig. 3, $A_{req}$ increases to grant the reliability. This is also visible in Fig. 5, where the trading of fast capacity $A_{ex}$ decreases in order to compensate for the uncertainties and to preserve the reliability.
Row 1 of Fig. 5 shows the increase of the $P_{ex}$ predicted price after the 30th trading-block, which causes the larger allocation of available capacity for $P_{ex}$ and decrease of available capacities for ancillary services.

B. Autonomous Network based power system

This example outlines the AN-based power system and its behavior. The five simulated interconnected ANs consist of 20 controllable and 10 wind turbines. The costs for power production of controllable units are taken to be quadratic functions of produced power. Costs for AS $A$, as explained in previous example, are taken to be linear functions of the reserved capacities. It is assumed that each AN will bid its incremental costs which are, for the power trading, the derivative of (10).

\[
f(P_1, A_i) = a_i P_1^2 + b_i P_1 + c_i + C(A_i) \quad i = 1, ..., M \tag{10}
\]

The costs of generating certain amount of power versus ancillary service are presented in Fig. 6, as defined in (10), are the optimization results of one AN for six different amounts of $A$. As the total amount of $A$ increases, the total amount of power available for trading decreases.

As explained in the previous example, each AN is being optimized. From the optimization, the amount of ancillary service $A$ is determined. The optimization, which results the cost curve of the $P_{ex}$, is performed with fixed amount of $A$. The curve, corresponding with the fixed amount of $A$, represents the cost curve of $P_{ex}$. According to this curve, each AN submits its incremental cost of the trading commodity $P_{ex}$.
The incremental costs of five AN are presented in Fig. 7.
AN1 and AN3 (two left lines) are represented as loads while AN2 and AN4 (two right lines) are represent as power generators. AN5 (middle line) can be represented as generator and load. The representation AN5 to the other ANs depends on the market-clearing price. The MCP is equal to the price where the incremental costs of all ANs are the same and where the sum of all trading commodities is equal to zero, according to (7). In this example the MPC is equal to 20.82 €/MWh which results that the AN2, AN4, and AN5 are selected as power producers, while AN1 and AN3 are selected as loads.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The concept of autonomous power networks is a realistic approach to deal with increased uncertainty and complexity of future power systems. Presented autonomous network dispatching optimization problem is formulated in such a way that it includes number of important trade-offs each AN is facing in its desire to make optimal decisions in the market environment. Proposed approach shows good results when applied to realistic system. Mutual influences of coexisting parallel markets in this way can be optimally handled.
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